Standard features

- Frame: wooden structure, seat and back suspensions in reinforced elastic webbing.
- Seat cushions in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with different densities.
- Back cushions and armrests in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with different densities, covered with a Tecnoform layer.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings.
- Metal legs (P1) in Antique Bronze (Cod.52).
- Stationary versions with electric mechanism for the headrest which allows to increase its height of cm. 18.
- Reclining versions with electric mechanism for both seat and headrest.
- Stitching type Cod. 01 - 03 for coverings in leather.
- Stitching type Cod.03 for coverings in fabric.
- No bed version available.
- Sectional sides not finished.

Optional features without any upcharge

- Metal legs (P2) in Antique Bronze (Cod.52).
- Wengé wooden legs (Cod.05) (P3).

Optional features with upcharge

- Lithium battery kit in case of no electricity. One battery pack for each reclining seat.
- Sectional sides finished (if possible).
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at the beginning of pricelist.

Notes

- Different stitchings not available.
- All reclining versions are made and delivered as separate elements.
- We would suggest choosing versions from the same group and not to combine versions from group A – B, as items from each group have different seat width.
A019 - ANTAES LEG

tutti gli elementi del gruppo A hanno lo stesso modulo di seduta - all items in group A have the same seat width
tutti gli elementi del gruppo B hanno lo stesso modulo di seduta — all items in group B have the same seat width
A020 - ANTARES LIVING (+3cm/braccio)

Tutti gli elementi del gruppo A hanno lo stesso modulo di seduta - all items in group A have the same seat width.
Poggiatesta regolabile / Adjustable headrest
Poggiatesta fisso / Fixed headrest
Marmo / Marble
Legno / Wood
Aggancio Componibile / Connector

Lato terminale sempre rifinito e agganciabile agli elementi componibili /
Terminal side is always finished and it can also be connected to modular
elements

Legenda / Legend
Spalliera / Back Cushions
Bracciolo / Armrest
Seduta / Seat Cushions
Poggiareni / Kidneyrest

Scala 1:100 Ratio 1 to 100

tutti gli elementi del gruppo B hanno lo stesso modulo di seduta · all items in group B have the same seat width